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Hoping for Rain!
Hopefully the summer edition of
goldenhorseshoe finds you well, despite the
desperately dry summer conditions.

!This edition is arriving in your mailboxes a bit

late, due to the current instability of our postal
system. Your Board of Directors continues to
emphasize the importance of hard copy
delivery of the newsletter to each paid
member, as part of the hard work they do on
your behalf, and the decision was made to hold
off on putting this edition in the mail until the
labour situation at Canada Post calmed down a
bit. Hopefully that time is now, as mail delivery
continues to be an important service,
particularly in rural areas of the province.

!You will find a bit of a soil health theme in this

edition, as this continues to be a topic of
interest at grower meetings and even in coffeeshop talk. There is a full version of a recent
article on soil organic matter by Jake Munroe,
OMAFRA’s Soil Fertility Specialist. You may have
seen a shortened version in one of the early
season field crop e-news updates, and it was of
such great interest that Jake was kind enough
to provide the full version for you here. There
is also an article on cover crops and a costshare program offered by Credit Valley
Conservation. Check with your local
conservation authority, as many others have
similar programs across the Golden Horseshoe
geography.

!The summer meeting schedule is shaping up. As
is typical in the Golden Horseshoe, most
counties are looking at late summer timing, so
watch the website www.ghscia.me and Twitter
feed @GHSCIA for listings and details.

!This is proving to be a growing season that is

truly testing farmers’ mettle. I continue to be
in awe of those of you who brave the unknowns
in this industry to produce our food, and am
proud to call you my friends and colleagues.

!Hang in there!
Janice J.

(h) 519-856-2591 (c) 519-994-8619
E: ghscia@hotmail.com
T: @GHSCIA
W: www.ghscia.me
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Doing A Rain Dance!
Steve Sickle, GHSCIA President!
As I figure out what to do today, it is ever present that Mother
Nature has the upper hand. All the management in the world will
not produce a crop without rain. I’ve heard that even irrigators
are running low on water because of the early start. Cover crop
fields that I have played with this spring are still a learning curve we had a yo-yo spring with temperature and it was dry but we will
keep trying. It is going to be a beautiful weekend I keep hearing,
but I strongly disagree…..a beautiful weekend would be raining!

My Views from the Tractor Seat!
John Sikkens, Provincial Director!
Here we are into the summer newsletter, crops are planted and some areas are looking for rain and
others have had some. Summer crop tours are being planned along with other activities.!

!

Norfolk is celebrating their 75th year as a club, watch for details
of their celebration in your newsletter. A big congratulations
goes out to their club!!

!

In the GLASI area, money is available for education and
outreach projects, look up the OSCIA website for more details.!

!

Just announced - a free breakfast for all OSCIA members at the
Outdoor Farm Show, thanks to Sylvite.!

!

Something new at Golden Horseshoe Soil & Crop is our soil
champion award. The award goes to any member in the
GHSCIA area who is recognized for his work on soil health. We
are open for nominations. More details later.!

!

All members are entitled to a 10% discount on soil samples now we have a 5th lab signed up. Ask
your club secretary for your coupon.!

!
Watch for upcoming events this summer and give me a call for your meetings.!
!
Wishing everyone a safe summer and a good growing season!!
!
John Sikkens!
Provincial Director!
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Farming in Haldimand:
Custom Spraying &
Managing Organic Matter in
Clay Soils!

!

John & Doris Sheppard, Fisherville Ontario!
John Sheppard has been part of a family farm
business in Haldimand County his entire life. He
grew up on a family dairy farm and joined that
business after graduating from Ridgetown
College in 1981. They milked cows, and grew
forage and some cash crops, but sadly lost all
buildings in a fire a couple of years later. They
moved the cows to his grandparents’ farm and

built a new dairy barn in 1983, where they
milked until 2002. At that point, they needed to
expand to continue to be profitable, or to make
a change, and they decided to sell the cows and
get into hogs. They built a 2000 head contract
finishing barn and converted the dairy barn to a
1000 head finishing barn. With the shift to hogs
and automated feeding systems, there was
more time to get into cash crops, and do some
custom spraying on a small scale.!
John worked in a cooperative arrangement with
his brother Tom – they each owned their own

land and livestock, but shared equipment and
labour. John was farming about 900 acres and
custom spraying up to 8000 acres per year.
They learned that doing custom spray work
allowed them to purchase and maintain better
equipment for their own operation, and this
became a more fundamental part of their
operation over time. !
In 2011, John sold his portion of the hog
operation to his brother and two nephews, and
ventured entirely into cash cropping and
expanded custom spraying. He’s now farming
about 1400 acres of mostly owned land, and
custom sprays working through Clark Agri
Service. He uses a 2015 Rogator Rg1100B with
an 1100 gallon tank, a 120 foot boom and
equipped with a
Raven Viper Pro
controller, auto steer,
auto boom shut off
and height control.
Two trucks can be
loaded with tender
tanks to supply water
to support the spray
operation.!
John grows mainly
soybeans and wheat
in rotation, but is
including corn for the
first time in about 15
years as he tiles more
land. Tile drainage
allows for an earlier planting date on the clay
soils, which often don’t naturally dry in time to
support a good corn crop. In the past two years
tiling, they are seeing a 25-30% increase in
yields on the poorer parts of fields. John
expects a 10 year return on investment for tiling.!
The majority of the soys are Identity Preserved
(IP), but he does grow some Roundup Ready
soys on the new farms, allowing for a more
aggressive weed control program. In 2014, John
built his own grain dryer and storage. He has
continued on page 5…
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continued from page 4…
100,000 bushels of grain
storage, with a 24foot top
drying, drop-down system.
He says, “Growing IP beans
almost dictates that you have
your own storage”, in order
to store his two varieties of
IP beans appropriately. !
John farms with his wife
Doris and stepson Philipp,
plus another reliable full time
employee, Terry Hartwick,
and a couple of part-timers, as needed. Doris keeps everyone fed and organized, supports with
deliveries and parts pick up as needed, manages the accounts, as well as looks after her Dad and
runs a Yoga studio at home plus teaches Yoga at the Simcoe hospital. Between them, Doris and
John have seven children and five grandchildren. All the children have successful careers in their
chosen fields. Philipp is the only one in farming – after completing college for Law and Security he
went to work for Cargill in Jarvis, did some training for them in Moosejaw, and then eventually worked
out of Courtland for a few years. It was during this time that farming became more of a passion. This
spring he joined the John Sheppard Farms team as a great asset.!
John notes that his family’s evolution of farming followed the wave of change from livestock
production to largely cash crop in Haldimand over the last 20+ years. With this change came the loss
of regular manure applications, and therefore organic matter additions, back to cash crop soils. John
manages that in his operation by under-seeding wheat with clover, and using soil amendments. He’s
never seen an advantage to leaving chopped straw, particularly at recent straw prices and with the
availability of soil amendments, so he bales and sells the straw and uses dewatered biosolids and
pellets after wheat to replace soil organic matter. This also helps with soil fertility, as verified with soil
testing every two to three years.!
Terratec Environmental provides the
dewatered biosolids from a variety
of municipal sources and John uses
that after wheat whenever they can.
He’s been very happy with
Terratec’s services, saying “they
spread quietly, clean up and you
can hardly tell they’ve been there
once they’re gone.” He’s not
experienced any negative issues
with biosolids use, other than an
occasional odour the day of
spreading. Because biosolids
regulations require setbacks from
houses, water courses/ditches and
sensitive features. John uses
continued on page 6…
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continued from page 5…
biosolids pellets in the setback areas to ensure each field is entirely fertilized. Pellets typically come
from Veolia, and since they carry a commercial fertilizer label, they can be spread in the biosolids
setback areas. Pellets have similar fertilizer value to biosolids but have slightly less organic matter. !
Fields that won’t receive biosolids after wheat are broadcast seeded with clover in March. This helps
with soil organic matter but doesn’t add as much fertility as biosolids or pellets. John notes, though,
that soil organic matter on Haldimand clay is a funny thing – it’s certainly needed for healthy soils and
to enhance crop production, but not so much that it holds too much moisture, delaying spring planting
or having a negative impact on crop development.!
Sheppard Farms’ typical rotation is two years of soybeans, planted in 7.5 inch rows, followed by a
year of wheat. Biosolids are applied after wheat, fertilizing the first year bean crop. The second year
of beans receive about 50lbs/ac MAP through the drill at planting. The wheat and the majority of
second year beans are no-till planted.
They typically disc rip the wheat
stubble in fall followed by one pass with
the disc, then level with minimum tillage
in the spring. Wheat is typically seeded
with 125lb/ac MAP in the fall, followed
by 40gal/ac 28. There’s not much corn
grown in the area, as most farmers can
make as much money growing beans,
but corn yields can be phenomenal so
John is dabbling in that. He put 45
acres into corn following wheat and
biosolids application this year.!
In terms of yields, they usually achieve
40bu/ac beans and 80-85bu/ac wheat,
but find wheat yields more variable.
Winter kill and fusarium are the biggest
risks to wheat, and John’s approach is
to use seed treated with as much
protection as possible, to maintain the
yield potential. Weather is the biggest
threat to bean yields. Clay doesn’t like
being wet, so well-timed rains are key
and August rains in Haldimand
ultimately determine bean yields. !
With 2016 being the driest year on
record in some time, John & Doris
Sheppard, along with the rest of us in
agriculture in Southwestern Ontario,
are hoping for the rain!
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Peel Farmers are keeping their Soils Under Cover!

!

Nadine Abrams, Toronto and Region Conservation Authority!
And Mark Eastman, Credit Valley Conservation!

!

As a farmer, you already know the importance of having good soil health. The Peel Rural Water
Quality Program recognizes this and offers grants to eligible farmers to grow cover crops to reduce
erosion of soil, assist with the management of soil fertility, control pests and disease and protect
groundwater by promoting nitrogen fixation.!
Along with some cooperation from Mother Nature, a healthy soil structure provides the basis for
healthy crop growth. One of the key elements of healthy soil is the organic matter content. Organic
matter, formed from the decomposition of plants, provides nutrients and habitat to a vast number of
micro-organisms and insects living in the soil. These organisms cycle nutrients and breakdown crop
residue which increases the organic matter content. As the organic matter content increases so does
the amount of biological activity. This activity is important because the nutrient exchange that happens
between organic matter, water and soil are essential to soil fertility. If you’re interested in increasing
your soil fertility, consider cover crops as a tool to help build organic matter content. !
“The cover crop program has certainly helped us adapt to new
crop production practices”, Dwight Matson, a dairy and cash
crop farmer in Caledon, Ontario said. !
With a little help from the PRWQP, Matson experimented with
cover crops such as tillage radish, crimson clover and oats
which were planted after his wheat harvest. These types of
cover crops, in addition to moving to a predominantly no-till
system, helped him overcome the deficiency in straw
production experienced when he used red clover. !
“We need clean straw for bedding and we found that radish, oats and crimson clover did not limit
the quantity and quality of straw like red clover did” Matson said.
A 2010 survey done by the Conservation Technology Information Center (CTIC) found the main
reason respondents do not use cover crops is limited time and money. While 73% of the 809
respondents have never tried using cover crops, all indicated that they are willing or somewhat
willing to give them a try.
This willingness was echoed by farmers living in Peel Region. In response, staff at Toronto and
Region Conservation Authority (TRCA) and Credit Valley Conservation (CVC), along with the Region
of Peel, have incorporated cover crops into their water quality program. The Peel Rural Water
Quality Program (PRWQP) is a voluntary, confidential program that promotes and supports the
implementation of agricultural environmental Best Management Practice (BMP) projects on farm
properties in Peel Region. The program provides technical assistance and grants to help farm
owners make environmental improvements on their properties. For cover crop projects, the
program provides a one-time cost-share grant of $100 per acre up to 50 acres per eligible farm
business.
continued on page 8…
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continued from page 7…
“I’ve been thinking about incorporating cover crops for a while now”, Gary Mountain, Peel Farmer and
Vice President of the Peel Soil and Crop Improvement Association said. “The grant gave me the
opportunity to experiment with cover crops and I am really happy with the catch and growth I got out
of my red clover cover crop last year.” !
The PRWQP is funded by the Region of Peel and administered in partnership with TRCA and CVC.
The program was developed with the Peel Federation of Agriculture and Peel Soil and Crop
Improvement Association.!
For more information on the technical assistance and financial incentives offered through the PRWQP
or for eligibility criteria, please contact CVC at 905-670-1615 ext. 430 or TRCA at 416-661-6600 ext.
5349. You can also visit www.peelregion.ca/planning/paawg/prwqp.htm.!
Not a resident of Peel? Contact your local Conservation Authority as they may be able to provide
further funding and technical assistance for cover crops or other environmental improvement projects.
If you are not sure which of the 36 Conservation Authorities you should contact, check out the
provincial map and contact listing on the Conservation Ontario website at www.ConservationOntario.on.ca.!
Nadine Abrams!

Mark Eastman!

Rural Clean Water Program Co-Ordinator!

Agricultural Extension!

Toronto and Region Conservation

Credit Valley Conservation

Phone: 416-661-6600 ext. 5349!

Phone: 1-800-668-5557 ext. 430

!

Email: MEastman@creditvalleyca.ca

Email:NAbrams@trca.on.ca!

OSCIA Program Update!

!

Margaret May!
OSCIA Regional Program Lead!
mmay@ontariosoilcrop.org!
226-973-3548!
@may_margaret on Twitter!

!

The Species at Risk Farm Incentive Program is now open to receive applications. Eligible projects
are completed between April 1/16 and Dec 15/16. If your project contributes to creating habitat for
Species at Risk then it could receive 50% cost share! Consider Erosion Control Structures, Fencing
to keep livestock out of watercourses, fencing for rotational grazing, Nesting boxes, Snake
Hibernaculum, Bat Boxes, and the list goes on….. Check out all the details at
www.ontariosoilcrop.org!!

!

GLASI project applications are being reviewed and the results should go out very soon. Lots of
exciting projects are taking place in this program that targets land that drains to Lake Huron, Lake St.
Clair and the north shore of Lake Erie. GLASI will open again to accept applications in 2017. If you
have not yet completed a Farmland Health Checkup—it’s a good time to get that done. The list of
trained CCAs is found at www.ontariosoilcrop.org.!

!

I’m looking forward to seeing you are the local SCIA summer tours and twilight events in the region.
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Soil Organic Matter: Keys to Building It and Keeping It !
Jake Munroe !
Soil Fertility Specialist, OMAFRA!

!

We live in interesting times when it comes to understanding soils. Our concept of what soil organic
matter actually is, how it is formed, and how long it sticks around is evolving. The basic principle that
has guided management of soil organic matter (SOM) for many years has been that the level of soil
carbon is determined by its net input. In other
words, high yields mean high residue return,
What is soil organic matter?!
which results in a build-up over time of SOM.
Makes sense, right? Mostly, but it turns out that
-Soil organic matter is the portion of soil that comes from
there’s a bit more to it. In this article, I will
the tissues of organisms (plants, animals, or
highlight some of the latest understanding of
microorganisms) that are currently or were once living.* !
soil organic matter and discuss which
-Soil organic matter exists in 4 main fractions:!
management strategies can be used to restore
and maintain it in your soils.!

!

!

This past winter, Dr. Jerry Hatfield of the USDA
spoke about the importance of soil organic
matter at FarmSmart. He highlighted the need
to improve soil water holding capacity to reduce
the impact of climate variation that is
anticipated across the US Midwest and Ontario
in the coming years. Dr. Hatfield’s key message
was to build soil organic matter to ensure
abundant and stable production in the face of
less predictable summer rainfall. !

!

!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!

!

Figure credit: Dept. of Food and Agriculture, Government of Western Australia!

*University of Minnesota Extension definition

Soil organic matter performs many different
functions and is an incredibly important component of soil. We know that it stores and supplies
nutrients, improves soil structure and water infiltration, supports soil biological activity, and buffers
against changes in soil pH. Higher soil organic
matter levels translate into better water holding
Soil organic carbon vs. soil organic matter (SOM) !
capacity, which is critical in a season like the one
we are having so far. We also know that it can,
You may hear the terms soil organic carbon and soil
and is, regularly lost – either through oxidation or
organic matter used interchangeably. The two are related,
erosion. !
but aren’t the same. Here’s the difference:!

!
!

-

-

-

Organic carbon is the carbon component of soil
organic matter (SOM). On average, SOM contains
58% carbon, which means that you can roughly
convert organic carbon to SOM using a factor of
1.72. !
SOM is made up mostly of carbon, but also contains
hydrogen and oxygen, and nutrients such as
nitrogen, phosphorus, sulphur, potassium, and many
more. !
Carbon is added to the soil by the process of
photosynthesis: carbon dioxide is “fixed” by plants
(and certain microbes). The fixed carbon makes it
way to the soil through crop residues as well as root
exudation.

!

And as farmer Ken Nixon said of organic matter
at this past March’s Soil Health Roadshow, “you
can’t buy it; you have to earn it.”!

!

But how much do we really know about soil
organic matter and how it is “earned”? What role
does crop rotation play? What about organic
amendments? Finally, how can cover crops help
build soil organic matter?
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continued from page 9…
Here are a few key concepts that will help answer these questions:!

!

First, soil microbes are now believed to greatly influence SOM cycling in the soil not only because
they decompose residue, but also since microbes themselves (once they die) and their by-products
are significant components of organic matter in soil. !

!

Second, residue and amendment quality (i.e. carbon-to-nitrogen (C: N) ratio) has been found to play
an important role in the accumulation of soil carbon. Recent research shows that without a balance of
residue types, you may not be building SOM as quickly as you think. !

!

Third, the latest science shows that carbon from root material is retained in soil more efficiently than
aboveground inputs. This new knowledge may fundamentally change how we think about building soil
organic matter.!

!
The role of soil microbes in soil organic matter!
!

We have long known that soil microbes and larger soil organisms play an important role in cycling
organic matter in soil. Microbes decompose plant residue and, in doing so, release carbon as carbon
dioxide (CO2). They also use a portion of the carbon for their bodies, which are themselves part of the
“soil organic matter pool.” It has recently been found,
however, that soil microbes also influence SOM cycling
because dead and dormant microbial cells and byproducts are a significant component of soil organic
matter itself. An example of a microbial by-product is a
carbon-rich substance called glomalin, which is produced
by mycorrhizal fungi, typically stays around for 10-50
years in soil, and can account for almost one third of the
total carbon in some soils.!

!

“A microscopic view of an arbuscular mycorrhizal
fungus growing on a corn root. The round bodies
are spores, and the threadlike filaments
are hyphae. The substance coating them is
glomalin, revealed by a green dye tagged to an
antibody against glomalin.” !

!

Given that soil microbes themselves are such important
contributors to soil organic matter, but also play an
important role in decomposition, how do you manage
your soil so
that you’re
balancing the
two? !

!

Dr. Lisa
Tiemann, a
soil microbial
ecologist from Michigan State University and 2016
Southwest Agricultural Conference (SWAC) presenter,
described the situation as the “soil organic matter
conundrum.” At her SWAC presentation, the question she
posed was: how do we simultaneously support microbial
growth and nitrogen mineralization and maintain and
build soil organic matter?!
Source: USDA ARS online magazine, Sept. 2002.

continued on page 11…

Earthworms are an excellent indicator of soil
microbial activity. Recent research shows that
soil microbes, their dead cells and their byproducts are very significant, and previously
under-estimated, portion of soil organic matter.
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The importance of residue quality!

!

At the heart of the explanation, Dr. Tiemann argued in her
talk, is nitrogen. On average, soil microbes contain 8
parts of carbon for every 1 part of nitrogen (their C: N
ratio). As microbes consume plant residue, around two
thirds of the carbon is lost as CO2 and one third is taken
into their biomass. This makes the C: N ratio of 24:1
critical (since one third of 24 is 8). Residues below 24:1
are broken down quickly and stimulate microbial growth
since they provide easily available nitrogen. On the other
hand, residues above 24:1 contain more carbon relative
to nitrogen than the microbes require. This means that
existing microbial populations need to find nitrogen from
other sources, such as existing SOM.!

!

Two main groups of microbes are important when it
comes to soil organic matter. Fast-growing microbes
reproduce rapidly, thrive on low C: N residue (think young
alfalfa), and are generally inefficient (gain a relatively
small amount of energy per amount of carbon consumed).
Slow-growing microbes, on the other hand, reproduce
slowly, feed on high C: N residue (think wheat straw and Source: USDA NRCS
corn stover), but are energy efficient. !

!

Dr. Tiemann stated that the best way to build and maintain organic matter is to strike a healthy
balance between the two types of microbes. She offered the following advice for doing so:!

!

-

Wake up soil microbes!
o
By growing cover crops to feed and build soil microbial populations during the fall and
early spring!
o
By applying organic amendments if possible, which have been shown to have a
dramatic effect on stimulating microbial growth !

-

Provide a mixed quality of amendments over a rotation !
o
High quality (low C: N) amendments, such as legume and immature grass cover crops,
help stimulate fast-growing microbes and provide short-term N release. Low quality
amendments, such as
mature grasses and
manure with plenty of
bedding, feed the more
efficient microbes, such
as fungi, that help build
stable, long-term SOM.

Legumes, like this stand of red clover, play an important role in stabilizing
soil organic matter by adding high N content residue

continued on page 12…
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continued from page 11…

!

-

!

Diversify your crop rotation – more diverse rotations in general have higher SOM and more
active and diverse microbes!

Ontario research shows that adding winter wheat to a corn-soybean rotation improves soil carbon
levels over time. When red clover is included as a cover crop, it likely contributes to soil organic
matter not only due to its biomass, but also because it provides a high nitrogen residue that balances
the high carbon residue of wheat and corn. Better yet, by leaving red clover growing throughout
October (or later), you will get double the root growth, as Dr. Dave Hooker has shown, which further
enhances the benefit.!

!
Roots vs. shoots!
!

Often the success of a cover crop is judged by its aboveground growth.
However, new data suggest that what’s going on belowground may be
even more important if it is soil organic matter you’re after. Research
has consistently found that carbon from roots is more stable in soil than
aboveground residues. In other words, carbon from roots sticks around
in soil longer than carbon from shoots. This is likely because inputs from
roots have better opportunities to interact with soil than aboveground
residue, like leaves and stems. So, if you’re looking to build soil organic
matter, achieving a consistently good root system matters.!

!

What does this mean? !
-

!

Better soil structure and better crop root growth translates
into higher yields, and also contributes more to long-term
organic matter as those roots break down!
Maximize root growth with cover crops. Don’t judge a cover
crop entirely by its aboveground looks - do a little digging to
check root growth, and give credit for what you see
belowground. Species such as oats and cereal rye are
known to have excellent fibrous root systems. !

!
Principles for building and maintaining soil organic matter!
!

Root system of a cereal rye cover
crop. !

!

Source: Iowa Farmer Today

When it comes to building soil organic matter, one positive action can often have multiple benefits.
Here are some principles to keep in mind for enhancing organic matter in your soils:!

!

-

If you don’t grow wheat and you can, start (or better yet, a perennial forage)!
Grow cover crops – to add carbon, feed soil microbes, and balance residue quality!
Apply organic amendments for their carbon and nutrient value and to “wake up” soil
microbes!
Focus on shoots and roots !

!
The bottom line!
!

Soil organic matter is the single most important soil property that you have influence over through
your management. Higher soil organic matter levels translate into higher yields, more consistent
yields, and higher profit in the long run. What’s keeping you from getting started?
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Early Harvest Cover Crops

Thinking about planting cover crops after wheat?
Cover crops after wheat provide many benefits such as preventing
erosion, improving soil health and productivity, and suppressing weeds.
How to get started with cover crops after winter wheat:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bale off straw or ensure straw and chaff are evenly spread
Removing weeds and volunteer wheat allows the cover crop to get a good start
Consider your wheat herbicide program when selecting a cover crop
Plant as soon as possible after wheat harvest
Drill, broadcast or incorporate cover crop seed to get faster results
(see seeding rate chart on reverse).

Cover Crop Seeding Rate Chart
Early harvested crops like wheat offer a significant growing period for cover crops. Keep it simple with oats
or build diversity with seed mixtures. Adjust seeding rates based on intended use (e.g. higher rates for feed
purposes). Available options include (but not limited to):
Cover Crop

Seeding Rate

Goal

Control

Comments

Oats (or barley)

20 to 50 kg/ha

Cover, soil building

Winterkills, tillage,
herbicide

Broadcast or drill

Winterkills, tillage,
herbicide

Drill – peas need soil
contact

80 to 100 (100-125) kg/ha Feed
Oats and peas

30 to 50 kg/ha

Cover, soil building

80 to 100 kg/ha oats and
50 to 75 kg/ha peas

Feed

Oats and radish

25 to 40 kg/ha

Cover, soil building

Winterkills, tillage,
herbicide

Broadcast or drill
Keep radish rates at
1-3 kg/ha or less

Winter cereals (e.g. rye,
wheat, triticale)

40 to 60 kg/ha

Cover, soil building

Tillage, herbicide

Will overwinter

60 to 120 kg/ha

Feed

Multi mix – 3 or more
species (grass, legume,
broadleaf)

25 to 50 kg/ha +
depending on species

Cover, soil building
Diversity

Tillage, herbicide

May overwinter
May support pollinators
if flowering

Note: Volunteer wheat is inconsistent as a cover crop

For more information:

Visit: ontario.ca/covercrops
Phone number: 1-877-424-1300 TTY 1-855-696-2811 • Email: ag.info.omafra@ontario.ca

goldenhorseshoe is provided by the Golden Horseshoe Soil and
Crop Improvement Association in cooperation with the local
associations in the counties/regions of Brant, Haldimand, Halton,
Niagara North, Niagara South, Norfolk, Peel, Wentworth (City of
Hamilton) and the generous support of our agribusiness and
newsletter contributing sponsors.
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